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DEAN BOYER RESIGNS POST

byCindyYHuang
attention to making sure their welfare was in the right
hands.

In an unexpected announcement last month,
Dean Barry Boyer revealed that he would be resigning
as dean of UB law school at the end of July of this year.
His decision came after a meeting with University at
Buffalo 's Provost, Tom E. Headrick, which ended
amicably.

Dean Boyer realized that the position as dean of
the law school required a full-time commitment.
Without any hesitation, he admitted that he would no
longer be able to completely dedicate his time to acting
as dean.

Apparently, Dean Boyer made his decision to
resign after spending time with his family during the
Thanksgiving break. He noticed that his parents were
not as mobile as they used to be and needed him to be
there to take care of them. As a result, Dean Boyer
decided that he wanted to devote more of his time and

Provost Headrick has already initiated the
establishment of a search process. He is currently in
the midst of consulting with both University at Buffalo's
continued on page 4

Johnny Cochran Will Speak to Buffalo Law Students

by Sol Sandberg

State, Assistant Attorney General, In-Charge, Harlem Office; Jus
tice Samuel L. Green, the New York State Supreme Court, Appel
late Division, 4th Department; Robert Johnson, Bronx District At
torney; Theodore Shaw, Associate Director, NAACP Legal Defense
Fund, Inc.; Justice George Bundy Smith, New York State Court of
Appeals; Tina Stanford, Assistant District Attorney, Erie County.

Johnnie L. Cochran, Jr, the famed attorney for OJ Simpson,
will visit Buffalo to speak with law students on February 6.
Cochran's visit is part of the 30th annual regional conven
tion of the National Black Law Students Association to be held at
the Buffalo Hilton Hotel from February 5 to February 8. The theme
of this year's convention is Leading the Way Today For Tomorrow:
Excellence, Service, Professionalism.

The cost for attending Cochran's speech is $30. The speech
begins 12:30 PM on February 6. For further information contact
Ken Nixon at (716) 645 -2143.

According to a press release put out by BLSA-The Black
Law Students Association at UB, over 350 Black law students are
expected to attend.

Inside the Opinion:
Student Lounge to be Renovated.. ..... ................... ..... .. ...... ... ... ... .4
Stop the Spam.. .................. .. .. ............... ... .. ... .............................. .8
The Anarchist Returns....... .............. ...... ....... ............ .. ..... .......... 12
IJmages in Male.. .... .............................. ... ....................... ...... .. .... 14
Also of Interest: Letters, Cartoons, Poetry, and Features.

Among the speakers scheduled to address the convention are:
the Honorable Rose H. Sconiers, the New York State Supreme
Court, 8th Judicial District; Judge Cornelius Blackshear, US Bank
ruptcy Court; Soffiyah Elijah, Attorney and Professor, City Uni
versity of New York, School of Law; Barbara Flatts, the New York
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Well, sure, they don 't seem to be doing too much... but hopefully
increased coverage in this publication will enhance their
communication with the students, so we can see that they actually
accomplish something beyond throwing a few beer bashes a year.
And the Federalist Society? Well, paint me purple and call me
TIida if I'm wrong, but I haven' t seen hide nor hair of a Federalist
on this campus in the one-and-a-half years I've been here. At one
point, however, they staged debates, put out raucously conservative
articles, and peeved a lot of people.
In fact , from what I've gathered, the Federalist Society
was to the Opinion of yesteryear as the Clinton Sex Scandal is to
the New York Times of today. You know. Gross. Icky. But coated
in scandal-sweet sugary goodness. The kind of stuff that generates
lots of, if not actual news, stuff to print.
IF ANYONE OUT THERE IS WILLING TO COME
FORWARD AS A FEDERALIST, I WILL BUY YOU A BEER.
One pint per un-p.c. utterance (read his column to find out why
I'm just going to buy Adam Perri a bottle ofwhiskey).
Okay. Barring that eventuality, the Opinion needs
submissions. Specifically, from you, student-faculty-staff member
of this community. Tell us your news. Give us an update on how
your kids are doing in school. Tell us about that big job you just
landed with Weicheetum & Howe (yes, I stole that from Car Talk).
But take the time to come down to the basement (with a little
plexiglass, our office could look like the denizen of Hannibal
Lecter). Once there, write out a letter, an article, or a group of
facts for one of our hard-working staffers to turn into some coherent
news. I SWEAR, ITWILLONLYTAK.E 15 MINUTES. We know
you ' re busy. So are we.
Office hours will be posted on the door. The paper will
come out weekly, and be left in your box. Submission information
is within.
To cut expenses, time, and save everyone from getting
continued on top of page 3

Chief Executive Makes No Mention of
Sex Scandal in State of the Paper
Address
When people feel like saying something smart (and smug,
and annoying) , they often pick the trite phrase, "History repeats
itself." Of course, the people spouting this crap are usually the
same individuals who accumulate the vast trove of their historical
wealth via the dubious novels of Gore Vidal, and the hideous films
of Oliver Stone. Meaning, their credibility is somewhat limited.
But while they may go through life thinking that Lincoln
was a fun guy and JFK was shot by aliens, they are right on the
money about history. It does repeat itself. Even here.
Havingjust assumed the role ofEditor-In-Chief-Supreme
Overlord-Of-The-Universe, I decided that it would be responsible
of me to read old editions of the paper, to see what sort ofjournalistic
continuum I was functioning within. My findings? There seem to
be three issues that have garnered consistent coverage over the
years: 1) The facilities bite the big one; 2) The SBA is an unwieldy,
useless waste of time whose by-laws must be fixed; and, 3) Boy,
do we hate the Federalist Society.
Of course, there were other issues, other news ... the JAG
protests, the Faculty's Hate Speech Resolution, titillating reports
about needlepoint progress in the "Law Wives" association (which
petered out about the same time Gloria Steinam burned her bra),
changes in the curriculum and the grading system ...punctuated by
interesting commentary on the prominent legal issues of the day
and the events being held in the law school. But those three have
been present almost from day one, which leaves the Opinion at a
bit of a loss.
I mean, look around. The facilities? Heck, the ceiling
may leak, but we aren' t going anywhere anytime soon. The SBA?
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ink smudges on their fingers, we have changed our
format. In a move that should please radicals and conservatives
both, we are departing from the 40-year tradition of publishing in
newspaper form , to revert to the original, 1948 format of the llxl 7
magazine fold . Our new motto: function over form.
We hope you all enjoy this semester 's editions of the

/Vo1re, o/aif i1ro«1 «1h-at «1e, ;..e, rlo1~.
/le,1ree, t/4e, a,o;uv-a1ree, o/tk CJ;1irto1r
«1/ffIJ-aJ'-j folfr «1ui to «1uiaif «1e,
atte-lfr;t to firrlt/4e, /ol'tf(at t/4at Jut
ifw't.f aif. u/4 0/l'~e,ee,/ate, jtJ«I";at1e-1ree,
a1rrl«1e,/eolfre, jtJ«I" ifa,~tiM.f./

Opinion.
" It is only a small paper, but there are those of us that
love it. "
Well . Let's not get carried away.

1

--S.A. Cole

LETTER TO THE EDITORS
No, the shaming of the Presidency, our highest office, is
not funny. After all, millions of young soldier 's lives have been
sacrificed for the causes of Liberty and Peace. Blood, and much
it, has been spilled, literally. We should not forget this fact.
President Truman gave the order that sent 450,000
innocent Japanese civilians to instant evisceration at Hiroshima.
Yet today our President commands no respect (Or does he, really?
His approval rating is still high, isn't it?). The President, even
while he is still serving his term of office, can be accused of pulling
his pants down in front of proper young ladies while he is under
oath! God forbid we should even see his underpants, the fact that
he even wears underpants may be enough to convict him in the
national press (By the way, it 's boxers, not briefs - I found out
from secret tapes that I had planted on a friend who works in the
White House) .

that goes ... Not to be outdone, however, JQA's supporters accused
"Old Hickory'"s wife of being a bigamist. It seems that, while she
was a young lady she married a man, Mr. Robards, whom she could
not stand. Eventually, giving up on the marriage, Mrs . Robards
eloped with Mr. Jackson, who was, at that time, a soldier taking
room and board (And a whole lot more as it turns out) at her home
in Nashville. Back then, a divorce required an act of Legislature
(At least some things have drastically changed, no?). The attacks
on her honor, so vicious, were said to be the eventual cause of her
death shortly after Jackson was elected to the Presidency. But life
went on without Mrs. Jackson and so did the Presidency. Jackson
went on to be one of the most popular American Presidents in
history (and JQA became famous 150 years after his death for his
starring role in a Steven Speilberg film - go figure! ).
Sincerely, Publicus II (Ron Link, 2L)

In our funny world of "Alice In Wonderland" politics.. .
"diplomatic immunity" can be granted for the crime of murder,
and immunity is granted to persons who have already confessed
their guilt as long as their lawyers think that their testimony can
help submarine a person even guiltier than they are (It is, after all,
the land of the good guys and the bad guys here in America, isn' t
it?) .. .Why isn 't there any immunity for the President, a man elected
by a popular vote of the people to hold the highest office in the
land? Isn't the President supposed to be our Chief Executive? In
the future will his political adversaries even allow the President
time to do his job effectively? I understand our litigious society,
but this is ridiculous. If George Washington, right now as we speak,
were turning over in his grave, it certainly would not be a surprise
to me . P.T. Barnum, on the other hand, must be rejoicing in his
grave (In other words, not only is P.T. turning over in his grave,
but he is also clapping and cheering wildly) .

YOUR PHOTO COULD BE HERE.
Who will dare to be pictured in the
Opinion as the reader who identified
the four famous buildings ensconsed
within the jurisprudential heart of
Buffalo? Drop your guesses in Box 65.

Translation of our latin
motto:
"We came, we saw, we
wrote a newspaper."

Those of you who are in utter despair over the state of
politics here in America, take heart. Scandal in the White House
is as old as the Hills. The venerable John Quincy Adams, lately of
' Amistad' fame, was once accused of pimping for Czar Alexander
I of Russia during the 1828 presidential campaign against Andrew
Jackson. Mr. Adams had a pretty young nursemaid that Czar
Alexander had a fondness for...and the rest, well you know how
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Dean Boyer Resigns Post Continued from page 1
faculty and outside applicants. However, Dean Boyer
would like an internal search to first be undertaken
before the appointment committee considers any outside
candidates. In the interest of time consumption, he feels
that looking internally would negate the amount of time
someone hired externally would have to spend getting
acquainted with how our curriculum operates.
Despite Dean Boyer's intention to step down as
dean of UB law school, he would still like to continue
his position as a law professor. Provost Headrick has
not voiced any objection to his decision.

UB Law's Jessup Team Will Compete in Regional Rounds in Vermont
by Sol Sandberg
tablish an International Criminal Tribunal. Students on
UB law's team will be required to write briefs and present
oral argument.

The Jessup International Moot Court team at UB
school of law will be competing in the regional compe
tition of the Philip Jessup International Law Moot Court
Competition to be held February 6th-8th at Vermont Law
School in South Royalton, Vermont. Members of the
team are Nancy Saunders, Brendon Reagan, Jeanette
Cortes. Jennifer Berger will coach.

Other schools that will compete in the regional com
petition include: the University of Maine, Boston Uni
versity, the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy,
Harvard University, Boston College and Franklin Pierce.
Preliminary rounds are scheduled to be held on Satur
day, February 7. Those teams that place in the top four
of the twelve teams competing will go to the semifinals
on February 8. The winner of the regional competition
will compete in the international rounds held in Wash
ington D.C. in early April.

UB's team will compete against Villanova, Suffolk
University, Southern New England School of Law, and
Western New England School of Law.
The subject matter of the competition will concern
the extradition for crimes against humanity and the au
thority of the United Nation's Security Council to es-

Renovation of the Student Lounge to Begin
Renovation of the student lounge located on the
first floor of O'Brian Hall will begin soon, according to
Dean of Alumni Relations, Ilene Fleichmann. The reno
vation , which has long been in the planning stage, is
scheduled to be completed by the beginning of next se
mester. The plan is to transform the current lounge which
has suffered from y_ears of decay and neglect into a com
fortable and upscale area for relaxation and social inter
action. Said
Dean Fleichmann, "The lounge will be a place
where students can interact with each other and build a
sense of community in a professional environment... It
is what you would see in a large law firm or in a private
club."

by Sol Sandberg

The renovation will be supervised by Joan, Hillers
and Associates, Inc., a well known design firm in Buf
falo that has experience renovating other university
spaces across the nation.
The changes scheduled to take place are signifi
cant. The vending machines will be removed to another
area on the first floor. The room will be repainted and
new carpeting will be installed. Students will have ac
cess to cable color television so that they can keep up
with legal news on Court TV or current events on CNN.
They will also have available legal periodicals like the
National Law Journal. The new lounge will also have a
Continued on page 5
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sales were conducted each semester.

new and large wood table with lighting fixtures. A tele
phone with local phone service will be available.
A number of paintings by the eminent artist Michael
Kestler, a recipient of The Prix De Rome, will be on
display on loan from the Castellani Art Museum at
Niagara University.

Proceeds from the sales, which amounted to more
than $ 1200 annuallywent to a scholarship fund to sup
port active LALSA members who work in low income
public service jobs or jobs that service the Latino com
munity.

Access to the new lounge will be restricted to cur
rent students at the University at Buffalo School of Law
by means of a swipe card system similar to the kind that
are in place in the dormitories.

Last year, LALSA gave two scholarships to its
members-one to Brenda Torres who worked with
Buffalo's Latino community and the other to Jenny
Duran who worked in Mexico.

Law Student Association's Food
Sales Threatened by Sol Sandberg
Food sales by law student associations were threat
ened this past semester when the FSA, the Faculty Stu
dent Association, issued a letter to all student groups
warning them that the sale of food on campus by groups
other than FSA is restricted and that the FSA according
to its agreement with the University at Buffalo has an
exclusive right to sell food on campus.
The Faculty Student Association is a not for profit
corporation created by the university to provide the uni
versity with food services. It runs all food outlets on
campus except for eating establishments in the Com
mons. Monies received from sales are used to pay the
university for the right to do business on campus-for
space rent, energy consumption, and rennovation in spe
cific areas, according to Craig Herman of the FSA. Of
the 12 persons on its board of directors, six are students.
LALSA, the LATIN AMERICAN LAW STUDENT
ASSOCIATION, which has organized about two lunch
meals per semeseter to students in the past, received the
letter from Dean Shields with an attached memo stat
ing, "For your information from the food police." The
letter did not name any organization that engaged in the
sale of foods nor did it specify the extent to which the
FSA's exclusive right to sell food. It did, however, state
that "a combination of health and sanitation laws re
strict sales of food by groups other than FSA."
LALSA's sales have featured a variety of Hispanic
foods such as arroz con gondules, arroz con pollo, and
other vegetarian and meat dishes. The sales were fre
quented by law students and faculty alike. About two

The Buffalo Public Interest Law program, which
sold Pizza, also received a letter through Dean Shields.
According to Kinda Serfafi of BPILP, BPILP did not
sell Pizza to raise funds and it did not make any profit.
The sales were used as a vehicle to talk to students about
public interest work.
Asked why he decided to put this policy into effect
at this time, Craig Herman, the author of the letter said,
"This policy has been in force ever since we have had a
contract to provide services on campus-30 years plus.
We are the sole provider of food services on campus.
We don't mind an occasional bake sale but any ongoing
sale is problematic... One of the law school organiza
tion was sellling pizza every week which is on an ongo
ing basis. A sale conducted twice a semester would prob
ably not be a problem but if it includes rice and meat
that is sanctioned by the catering department." He added,
"Suppose somebody pulls in a coke wagon and sells hot
dogs in front of Putnams-that's why we have a sole con
tract-it would be a loss of sales. He concluded, "We
would be happy to see students make money and if one
sale would raise $1500, they could do that. God bless
them."
Allison Dunlop, the President of LALSA had this
to say about the matter," It is not as if we are competing
with them on a daily basis, and it's going to a worthy
cause."
When asked to compare the food sold in campus
cafeterias to that sold by LALSA, Mathew Cleabeaux, a
3L said "I think the cafeteria food is low in nutritional
'
value as compared with the food served by LALSA and
I think student groups should be allowed to sell food on
campus subject to regulation."
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Prisoner Task Force: Update and Recruitment
realizing that prisoners are ready, willing, and able to
learn, the students brushed up on their own research
skills. While applying these research-skills to real
world claims, they saw their students progress
throughout the semester. And while gathering
incomparable experience, they were given the chance
to regard prisoners, often the faceless hypothetical in
a criminal law class, as human.

by S.A. Cole
Continuing its unique and innovative service to
inmates at Attica's maximum security prison, the
Prisoner Task Force will convene this Thursday, Feb
5. Meeting at 4:30 in O'Brien's room 207, the PTF
will begin the Spring semester with several goals in
mind.

The Prisoner Task Force consists of a few dedicated
members. Presently, if a teacher cannot make a class,
there is no one to substitute for that individual. With
more members, the PTF can function more efficiently
while making the commitment requirement for the
program more flexible. Members with time
constraints will be able to participate in the letter
answering system at their convenience.

* To recruit new members in order to expand the

program and train future teachers.
* To continue its eight-week class at Attica.
* To implement a letter-answering system for
prisoners who have legal questions outside of
class.
Last semester, eight to ten students, and two student/
teachers went regularly to Attica to teach the research
course. Prisoners who passed the test administered at
the end of the course became clerks in Attica's law
library.

Moreover, if you have the time, the Prisoner Task
Force is a worthy endeavor. Last semester, lL A. Joe
Cruz visited Attica once week. "I look at it as
something which is a part of my life," says Matt
Lerner, a 2L who is a major force behind the Task
Force, "I go to prison once a week to help people
learn, rather than go to a movie or a bar."

The Prisoner Task Force is one of a few such
organizations in law schools across the country. For
those teaching, the rewards of participating in this
ground-breaking program were numerous. While
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The Prisoner Task Force meets
for the first time this semester on
Thursday, February 5, at 4:30, in
Room 207 .
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The Opinion needs News Writers.
For the price of one article every
two weeks, you can be a
part of the Opinion.
No previous experience
required or expected.
Enhance your writing skills and
prove your ability to work on
a deadline (which looks good on a resume).
If interested, please stop by the Opinion office
in the basement of O'Brien,
call 645-2147,
or leave a note in box 27.
Thanks.
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CAN THE SPAM
by Randy Janis

Cyberstats show that nine out of ten people detest
spam and I'm not referring to that strange colored meat
in a can. Spam e-mail are those annoying, unwanted
bulk e-mailings you've been receiving in your e-mail
inbox. Spam is undermining the effectiveness of a me
dium which allows tens of millions of people to com
municate. The cyber-community is worried that if un
solicited bulk e-mail continues to grow, it will affect
the Internet's ability to handle the traffic. Spam mail
can clog the Internet's pathways, slowing down the sys
tem, often making it hard for one to log on at all. Says
Gus Venditto, editor of Internet World, "unless we get
the problem under control, the danger is that e-mail will
never reach its full potential."
Because spammed messages often contain inac
curate return addresses and rarely include a way to be
taken off, users who do not wish to receive spam often
have little recourse. And even if you are fortunate enough
to be removed from the list of the spammer responsible
for the unwanted e-mail, chances are the list was bought
from a broker who has already sent your address to ten
new marketers.
If spam is detested by so many, then why would a
company persist with it? Self-renounced Spam king
Sanford Wallace of Cyber Promotions answers that
question with two words, "It works."
Spamming first made news in October 1995 when
Marketry Industry Inc., a direct mail list management
company, announced that it was ready to rent out a list
of 250,000 e-mail addresses. This plan was quickly
dropped after Marketry met stiff opposition. But other
companies picked up the idea.
According to Professor David Sorkin of John
Marshall Law School in Chicago lists of several mil
lion e-mail addresses can be purchased for as little as
$10 to $40. Consequently, some users receive as much
as 50 spammed messages a day.
Advocates of e-mail spamming are mistaken
when they argue that bulk e-mail is comparable to bulk
postal mail. Junk postal mail is paid for by the sender.
On the other hand, the spammed message is essentially
being sent postage due. Spam that arrives in your inbox
uninvited is paid for by the user multiple times in the
delivery process and then also by the Internet Service
Provider.
Some argue that if we ignore spam sooner or later

it will go away. But this probably still won 't act as a
deterrent. If it costs next to nothing to spam a message
then even if 99% of the people delete or ignore the mes
sage it will still be worthwhile for the spammer. Tech
nological methods used to block spam have not been
effective. "For every technological block we put
up ... there are 10 ways around it," says Ray Everett
Church, Congressional Liaison and Lobbyist at the Coa1i ti on Against Unsolicited Commercial E-mail
(CAUCE). Since spammers will probably figure out a
way around most of the direct, technical methods, leg
islation may be required to stop them.
Three separate spam related bills have been brought
in Congress. In the House, Representative Chris Smith,
R-NJ, introduced H.R. 1748, the Netizens Protection
Act of 1997, which would extend The Telephone Con
sumer Protection Act of 1991 (47 U.S.C.§ 227) to also
cover unsolicited junk e-mail. Says Smith, "my legisla
tion is aimed at protecting the Internet user from the
unseemly practices of the junk e-mailer... as increasing
numbers of Americans go online and become passen
gers on the information superhighway consumers rights
must not be eroded, abridged, or mitigated along the
way." Under such a ban spammers are still free to so
licit advertisements by means of a an opt in system.
This bill would allow individuals to sue violators for
US $500 per violation, plus damages up to $1500."
In the Senate, Senator Frank Murlowski, R-Alaska,
introduced S.771, the Unsolicited Commercial Elec
tronic Mail Choice Act of 1997, which would require
that unsolicited commercial e-mail be labeled as an
advertisement and that information identifying the
sender be included in the message. Says Murlowski,
"Internet e-mail has become a very inexpensive means
of distributing endless e-mail solicitations that not only
annoy but can also defraud recipients ...junk e-mail is
known in the trade by the derisive term of' Spam'. Based
upon the content of many of these e-mails, I'd be in
sulted ifl were an employee of Hormel." Says Murlowski
aide Joe Keeley, "Smith's bill deals with an outright ban
on commercial e-mail...were not interested in having the
government tell you what you can and cannot receive in
your box." This bill has little support from the cyber
community but is backed by the advocates of bulk e-

Continued on page 9
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Continued from page 8
mail. This bill would legalize " Spam" and
would force ISP 's to install Spam filters.
Senator Robert Torricelli, D-NJ proposed
bill S.875 the Electronic Mailbox Protection Act
of 1997. Says Torricelli, " individuals are find
ing their electronic mailboxes filled to the cyber
brim with unsolicited messages ... many of the
best qualities of American life are represented
and enhanced by the Internet-- the world 's most
democratic medium--and I do not wish to stifle
speech or inhibit the freedom of commerce or
expression ." This bill would make it illegal to
send unsolicited mail with a fake address or
from a disguised source. Spammers would have
to comply with the recipients opt-out requests
or face penalties of up to $5,000 per violation.
Nevada is the only state that has passed
anti-spam legislation which requires unsolic
ited commercial e-mail messages to identify the
sender and include instructions for removing a
name from the advertisers mailing list. Con
necticut, Kentucky, Massachusetts, New York,
and Rhode Island are considering similar bills,
but state statutes offer little ~nforcement poten
tial against the international spamming indus
try.
One problem that may arise from these
proposed statutes is that they may suffer from a
jurisdictional limitation. A spammer might be
able to circumvent the law by simply moving
off-shore. However, people might be less likely
to deal with someone they have never heard of
from overseas. Nevertheless, with the low cost
of spam production only a few responses is
enough incentive for the spammers to continue
on.
It is the idea that the law eventually passed
will be the wrong law that worries some in the
Internet and civil liberties communities. "Ev
ery time Congress has gotten involved with the
Internet, its gone wrong," says Paul Hoffman,
director of the Internet Mail Consortium in
Santa Cruz, California. Some of the largest
ISP 's, such as Netcom, are hesitant about the
idea of politicians deciding what can be elec
tronically sent or received. "We always fear leg
islation, says Glee Cady, public policy manager

Continued on page
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WHO GETS THE MONEY?

By Justin Archangel

Somewhere along the line most of us will put
our books away and venture out and spend a few dollars
to see a band or performer at a bar, club, theater, or arena.
Prices of show tickets today can cost anywhere from a
few dollars at a club door to a small fortune handed over
to Ticketmaster. If you are like most of the concert go
ing public, you probably heard the major concert an
nouncement on the FM dial, pulled out a credit card out
of your wallet, bought some tickets, went to the show,
bobbed your head up and down a little bit, and left with
out thinking about what you type of operation you sup
ported. The truth is that the artist that you see plays a
large part in determining whom and what your ticket
dollar really pays.
The concert industry is big business and its pri
mary source of revenue is the simple ticket sale. As
some of you upstart lawyers out there may remember
from Property I, a ticket sale is an exchange of cash in
consideration for a license to enter a venue and watch a
performance. In 1997 alone, Pollstar magazine reports
that North America's total gross volume of major con
cert ticket sales was $1.3 billion. This includes several
high grossing and well-attended tours by the Rolling
Stones ($89.3 million), U2, ($79.9 million gross), and
Fleetwood Mac ($36.3 million). However, these fig
ures only represent ticket revenues for only a small frag
ment of all touring musicians.
I like to think of the concert industry as happen
ing in two distinct parts. Part one is the big time con
cert market represented by Pollstar 's statistics and by
glossy major label touring artists featured on MTV and
VH-1. The second part is the sub-corporate concert in
dustry dominated by roaming self-sufficient artists un
supported by ivory towered agencies and record labels
who drive from city to city hoping that their next gig is
not canceled. Both types of touring artists basically do
the same essential things: travel around the country like
circuses and play music for the paying public. How
ever, the type of venue, ticket price, transportation, and
professional support between both artists are vastly dif
ferent. And what your money actually pays for and
who it supports depends largely on the type of artist that
you go to see.
Hypothetical Artist Tour Number One: Art
ist number one is Jewelanis Brooksette, last year's hot
new MTV princess. Jewelanis recorded an album of
rocking alternative favorites two years ago for the At
lantic Group that has since gone multi-platinum.
Jewelanis has been on the cover of almost every music
retail magazine in addition to every radio and record
trade publication in existence. Major commercial radio
has picked up Jewelanis and made her a fav~rite on all
FM formats. As a result, in an effort to increase expo-
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sure and to "move more units," Jewelanis's management
company got together with her powerful and influential
agent at CAA (Creative Artists Agency) in New York
and planned an American tour to hit every major U.S.
market.
As luck would have it, Ms. Powerful CAA agent
booked a date with Mr. Big Promoter man near your
city so Jewelanis could come to a big theater near you.
You read and heard about the concert at the 4,822 seat
Huge Theater months in advance on the radio and in
local magazines. You bought your ticket with student
loan money in advance through Ticketmaster for $34.50.
On your way into the show you walked passed the rows
of shiny new Greyhound busses and tractor trailers. You
went into the show, sang along to all the MTV and radio
hits, saw an amazing light show, and went home satis
fied that Jewelanis is a star and rocked your world.
Money well spent? Here, the sellout ticket gross
is around $166,359 (4,822 cap. X $34.50=$166,359).
Your $34.50 will be funneled into a number of compet
ing hands. First, the agent will take a cut of her pie.
The agent will have all the bargaining power over the
local promoter in such a situation because Jewelanis is
an established and well-supported artist. It is theagent's
job in such a situation to negotiate the highest fee for
Jewelanis's performance as possible by raking the pro
moter over the coals until the promoter coughs up a big
chunk of money. The agent will then usually take 7%
of the gross performance fee. Thus, Jewelanis's agent
can walk away with a healthy wad of money depending
on how much she negotiates as the performance fee.
Second, the promoter will take a bite out of the
ticket revenue. A normal deal for an artist of this level
will require compensation in the form of a guarantee
flat fee plus a percentage of door receipts. Usually, the
percentage of door receipts paid to the artist does ~ot
apply until the promoter recoups concert product10n
expenses and "breaks-even." The promoter's expenses
usually include artist fees, venue rental, sound and light
ing equipment rental, security, band catering (including
brown M&M's), ticketing, insurance, and advertising
expenses. The promoter may be able to negotiate a fee
for himself which would be paid from every ticket dol
lar received after the break-even point is reached. This
percentage is usually around 25% of the Promoter's to
tal expenses.
Lastly, the largest chunk of the leftover gross
ticket revenue is paid over to the artist's tour manager.
It is the tour manager's responsibility to account for the
money and make sure that it is all there. The tour man
ager will see that the money is deposited in Jewelanis's
touring account and used to pay the touring crew, band
members, shiny bus rental fee, manager, and of course a

Continued on page 11
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nice fee to Jewelanis herself. You see, in
this scenario a $166,359 gross creates a lot
of money to spread around and make ev
eryone happy. Just remember your money
is responsible for making sure that
Jewelanis and her crew travel in style and
sleep in comfortable hotel suites.
Hypothetical Artist Tour Number
Tuo: Artist number two is a new and up
and coming band out of Chicago named
Ska Ska and the Skanks. The Skanks are
young and just starting out and don 't have
the money to hire a manager or a booking
agent. However, being a bunch of moti
vated youngsters, they self-financed their
own recorded four song EP and sent it to
various East Coast college radio stations.
The Skanks have generated a moderate
buzz in some areas of the northeast and
decided to book their own tour of college
towns. Johnny Ska, the leader, has some
local club contacts in some cities who said
that the Skanks could play at their venues.
However, unfortunately, most of Johnny
Ska's contacts said that they didn 't have
any money to advertise the show and
couldn't find a place for the Skanks to sleep.
The Skanks decided to venture out anyway
in an old rusty Chevy van and found them
selves in your favorite dive .bar on an oth
erwise quiet Wednesday night while you
were taking a much needed break from
studying Civil Procedure.
In this situation, the bar owners
charged you $4 to enter the bar that night.
Most new bands playing in bars or small
clubs are probably playing for either a flat
fee or money collected at the door. Often,
bar owners let the bands keep the door
money while the bar hopes to make a profit
off of the drinking public. Luckily, you
brought your hard drinking law school bud
dies with you that night which made the
door collect enough cash to enable the
Skanks to eat at Taco Bell and have enough
gas money to get to the next city. In addi
tion, when you were talking to Johnny Ska,
you felt sorry for him and the band because
they didn 't have a place to sleep. So, be
ing the happy go lucky music fan that you
are, you invited the Skanks to come and
crash at your apartment in return for their
promise to invite you to their wild back
stage parties sponsored by Mr. Big Pro
moter Man when they get famous.
The point of the two examples is to
help you realize what you are supporting
when you go see a show. When you ven-

Who will win:
Jewelanis
Brooksette,
or
Ska Ska and the
Skanks?
ture out to see the next Jewelanis on the big tour realize that your
money is being filtered to a lot of different competing people, some
of which are not very deserving. Also, I encourage you to go see
the smaller bands and performers that come throughtown. These
artists often will directly rely on your dollar for survival more than
the big touring star. If you decide not to go see Jewelanis some
body else will and she will still be able to afford to ride around in a
$500/day Greyhound. However, if you don't see the Skanks they
might have to pay for a Greyhound ticket for a long ride back to
Chicago.

The Education of Mr. Bobo
By Ken Grant
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An American president mired in scandal.
Iraq is acting up again.
What better way to handle two problems at once?
So once again, the drums of war are being beaten, and
very very few people are questioning the situation at
all.
Of course, if one remembers the Gulf War,
beating up on Iraq was a popular event in American
history. Saddam Hussein was compared to Adolf Hitler
(and despite all the evil that is assigned to Hussein, such
as murdering his own people, he is no Hitler). American
flags were flying everywhere. Yellow ribbons were tied
to any object one could imagine. People put signs in
their cars, front yards, and on shirts to show their support
of Operation Desert Storm. It was a battle of who could
be more patriotic, where the jocks, rednecks, geeks, and
middle America could all hold hands and say "We must
destroy Iraq and kill Saddam Hussein." America was
back! It almost makes me want to eat a huge T-bone
steak and drink cheap beer right this minute!
Of course, as always, your mileage might vary.
Not everyone loved the Gulf War (actually, when
Roosevelt asked for a declaration of war following Pearl
Harbor, one representative supposedly voted against).
Parents of soldiers, while proud of their kids, were
undoubtedly worried that their kids would die. Further,
some people totally opposed the war on all fronts,
including the mantras of (A) no blood for oil, and (B)
why are we defending some little sheikdom that is little
better than Iraq, human rights-wise, and (C) that war is
just plain wrong. Unfortunately, I was in the corner
with those that supported the war. I was stupid enough
to think that this war was about liberating the oppressed
in Kuwait (and maybe Iraq while we were at it). My
viewpoint came full circle when I witnessed how our

have a hard time finding it justifiable rn any
circumstance, except defense).
THE CURRENT CRISIS
For those of us too lost in their school work
(which should be all of us, right?), the current situation
with Iraq is superficially rooted in Iraq's refusal to allow
UN inspection teams which contain disproportionate
amounts ofAmericans to work in Iraq. Of course, being
the kid on the block with the most nukes, we told them
that we would not compromise on the issue, they said
they would not compromise on the issue, and then Iraq
adds wood to the fire by (of all things) trying to assert
their national sovereignty. Now the speculation du jour
is that Iraq has armed their missiles with bio and chem
warheads, and can destroy Tel Aviv (we claim we can't
get access, yet we know these things ...interesting).
So, with both sides at a deadlock, Clinton was
on TV saying that this is completely unacceptable, and
that we are going to deal with the whole situation any
way necessary. The UN is even talking tough. Iraq
responds with all the pomp and circumstance one comes
to expect from Hussein, saying that they will resist these
aggressors, everyone should arm themselves and prepare
for war, etc., etc. Its almost as if both sides are working
from the same speech book in each crisis.
So the stage is set, the drums are going full blast,
and military action looms on the horizon (of course, I
hope that none is ever taken -- but regardless of this
crisis' outcome, it is no doubt that we will see this
situation repeated again and again).
WHY THIS WAR?
Of course, if you ask me (and you are still
reading this), I firmly believe that the war wasand
continues to be about oil. Was it? Only George Bush

Continued on page 13
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Continued from page 14
can tell you the truth of what he was really thinking.
But history shows that we have had a very consistent
interest in the Persian Gulf region based on oil. We
have kept a part of our Navy on station in the Gulf for
as long as I can remember. We reflagged and escorted
Kuwaiti oil tankers, we armed Saudi Arabia, and we
have kept a watchful eye in this region in general. When
Iran threatened to close the Straits of Harmuz, we made
sure they knew that this was a bad idea. When Iran hit
reflagged Kuwaiti oil tankers with silkworm missiles,
we struck back hard. We also armed both sides covertly,
to make sure that the war would continue for as long as
possible and keep both sides occupied, and to tire both
sides out.
There is really no reason to think that this war
was about anything other than oil. Kuwait was no
innocent gas station in the middle of the Persian Gulf - They were not about to win any human rights awards
(if I recall properly, as soon as the Emir took back the
country, all Palestinian workers were expelled, just
because the PLO itself supported Iraq). Worse, this war
was/is not about just oil, but cheap oil. Of course, that
oil will be tainted with blood of US soldiers, Iraqis who
were slaughtered by the allies (using such ethical means
as bulldozing sand over them while they were still alive),
and the torment of those who live under the Kuwaiti
regime.
TO WAR OR NOT
As I stated, I don't know at this time what the
outcome of the conflict will be. I know that when some
people turn on the television and see foreigners burning
the American flag, it arouses an unusual amount of
patriotism. But every so often, in the back of my mind,
I get this tiny little hope that the right decision will be
made.
What this conflict shows is that might makes
right. Iraq is attempting to assert some sort of sovereign
control over their nation. Is Iraq run by an oppressive
regime? Of course they are! But it certainly isn't the
only country in the world run via tyranny. Heck, it isn't
even the only country in the region run by a tyranny.
Yes, Iraq lost the Gulf War. Does that mean that
we, 7 years later, have the right to dictate everything
we want with that country under the guise and color of
the United Nations? Certainly not. I don't see Vietnam
exercising some sort of inspection of our country for
chemical weapons (remember Agent Orange?).

Assuming for a second that the inspections in
Iraq are part of a legal action by the UN (keeping in
mind that we ignore the UN and World Court when we
find it to our convenience), what sort of expectations
does Iraq have? Iraq made claims that US inspectors
on inspection teams have been planting evidence and
spying. No one has addressed this claim. Iraq is quite
likely concerned that the country that has been the main
aggressor against them, the US, is not quite an objective
observer. Are they right? Who knows, except if one
steps back from the whole situation and forgets about
patriotism for a minute, its not too hard to sere Iraq's
vantage.
FINALLY. ..
Do I love Saddam? No, don't be silly. Do I
think we are acting like a bully? You better believe I
do. Do I think that patriotism is stupid? Nothing has
started more wars -- you decide for yourself.
Perhaps we should change our motto from "In
God We Trust" to "We've Got the Bomb."
The ultimate irony in this column is, that I
originally wrote it in late November, for a nearly
identical standoff with Iraq.
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IMAGES IN MALE
As a young and brash people, Americans have
often equated change with progress. Social
commentators typically observe change and claim to
discern evolution. It is important to recall, however,
that all change is not progressive, and oft-overlooked
corollary to evolution is the possibility that a civilization
may devolve, worsen, and alter in ways that are
deleterious to governments, individuals, and the
enduring artistic monuments of human creativity. In
better days, scholars and thinkers did not fear to call
such social devolution by its proper name: decadence.
Before the triumph of science and the conception
of the idea of social engineering, "progress," from the
Latin progradi, meaning to step forward, signified
simply a movement from place to place. While those
undertaking such movement could arrive at an
ultimately favorable destination, the term lacked the
positivist connotations with which modernity has
endowed it. (Cf.. The Pilgrim's Progress. See also,
line 113 of Prufrockfor the deliberately antiquated usage
that Eliot employed).' As depicted in art, progresses
often had undesirable destinations. The Rake's Progress
led the rake to dissipation and death. The Harlot's
Progress did the same for the loose woman. (In those
distant, better days, a loose woman couldn't redeem her
respectability by claiming to be liberated).
Philosophers of the nineteenth century claimed
to discern a progress of civilizations. While Marx
popularized the idea of a linear progress, with an
ultimate, putatively desirable destination, the positive
value judgement associated with the concept of progress
became fixed in the minds and the language of the
scholarly and political class that embraced progress as
the route to utopia. The linear conception took as its
model the growth and development of an infant. As a
boy grows to a man, his growth is accomplished and
irreversible. On a grander scale, the linear conception
of progress offered the evolution of species. (Cf..
ENGELS. Role of Labor in the Transition from Ape to
Man). As a species evolves into another, reversion to
more primitive forms was believed not possible.
The linear conception of progress, however,
supplanted a sturdier conception which understood
progress as a recurring cyclical pattern. Proponents of
this view discerned its trajectories in the history of
human states, civilizations, and institutions. The image
that gave transcendent substance to this pattern was the
image of the changing seasons. A people's vibrant
spring and fertile summer give way to blustery fall, and
by winter the scene was a sterile wastelandglad of death.
The experience of the Roman Republic provided the
template for this cyclical view of progress.
The
development of Rome from insignificant backwater to
vigorous, dynamic, and triumphant state, and its
subsequent decline into degeneracy, tyranny, and

decadence seemed to offer a cautionary tale to the
myopic modern man tempted to abandon his ancestral
virtues in order to enjoy fully the diversions that recent
advances in the life of his civilization made possible
for seemingly the first time.
So, which way are we going? Is our American
society evolving, like a Cro-Magnon leaning back on
his hind legs to run to a neighboring stand of breadfruit
trees? Or are we part of a cyclical progress of birth,
growth, decline, death, and if so at what stage to we
find ourselves? To hear the great of our country, the
leaders, presidents, the writers, and framers of our public
consciousness, we are evolving endlessly. To the
cognoscenti, i.e. writers of textbooks on our history, the
leadership of one of our national political parties, and a
multitude of scholars and instructors at every level of
our educational system, America was the nation of Cro
Magnon until thirty years ago, when the smoke of
marijuana rising from pipes and bongs at innumerable
campus sit-ins encouraged Cro-Magnon to leave behind
his stone-age disposition and wafted him on his way to
the next stand of trees. (History will judge whether it is
significant that these same scholars, writers of
textbooks, and political leaders were the very people
smoking the bongs and pipes)2.
Yet, to determine whether our civilization has
evolved, we must determine by what accomplishments
a people and a nation are judged. Living peoples ~nd
civilizations are judged on their social strength, which
is revealed in the lives of their most benighted
populations. A nation where the poor are virtuous is a
nation of great social and moral strength, and should
inspire the admiration of peoples not so fortunately
situated. Sadly, we cannot claim any particular virtues
for our lower classes. It is an article of faith among the
cognoscenti that the neighborhoods where our poorest
live are among the most dangerous in the world, and
provide haven for every sort of vice. The sa~e
cognoscenti intone knowingly that such a state of affaus
is a measure of how much further our civilization has
yet to evolve. Nonetheless, the moral condition of our
poorest citizens compares poorly with the moral
condition of the poorest members of virtually any other
society or civilization. Is this the fruit of social
evolution? The life of the poor has not evolved in a
way consistent with linear progress.
Nonetheless, moral strength, while important for
living civilizations, is much less important _when
considering dead ones. The enduring achievements of
civilization lay not in the material sphere. Dead nations
and peoples are judged by the art they produce. Perhaps
the people of Nineveh enjoyed social justice. Perhaps
they were fair. Perhaps they were amiable, their streets
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were safe, and they liked to play with their children.
We don 't really know, and most of us don 't care, because
they left no monuments to human creativity that engage
our interest. In comparison , Homer, the Greek
dramaturges, and the Greek philosophers so impressed
the people that succeeded them that any description of
the Western world view must rely on words and concepts
of Hellenic provenance. Greek art appealed to the
passions, engaged the intellect, and nourished the soul.
The Greek heritage enjoys such high regard because
subsequent peoples judge the tree by its fruit.
What then will be said of our culture? What
will a taste of our fruit reveal about the tree? Can we
expect our art or music to win and keep admirers? Our
culture as measured by the art we produce has declined
far. What passes for art ignores the soul, denigrates the
intellect, and coarsens the passions. What our
degenerated entertainers claim as art serves only to
titillate the eye. Outsiders and successors must view
our art only as a monument to the decadence into which
we slide. The changes our culture and nation have
endured, in some cases changes foisted on us by social
engineers unsatisfied with innate human nature and
beguiled by the conceit that human nature is socially
constructed, have led not to the evolution of our society
into anything desirable, but rather to our devolution
into a crude, decadent, perverse, and stupid society. The
true horror is currently evident only at the high and low
ends of our social order: the collapse of civil life among
our poorest; and the jejune sensualism and inane,
platitudinous discourse that marks the intellectual life
of the cultural elite. Change of some sort is the only
sign of life, but sometimes it is for the worse. Over the
last several decades, change has struck at the
underpinnings of our society, and threatens to render
the grand and unique American experiment in
democracy just another decadent fraud dumb to the
aspirations of the human spirit, and conversant only with
the base seductions of the untrammeled flesh.
In future months, this column will explore
various aspects of our cultural decline, and in some cases
will suggest causes and solutions.
by Adam Perri
Endnotes:
1

Since this article will appear in a newspaper designed
for the primary readership of Englishspeaking current and future members of an eminently
literate profession, the author will undertake no pains
to provide full titles or proper citation forms of
masterpieces of the English literary and cultural heritage
that should be familiar at least by name to members of
such a profession. Unfamiliarity with such treasures is
possible only among the poorly educated. Ambivalence
toward them is the pose of the dullard. Hostility toward
them bespeaks the mentality of the savage.

2

Consider the views of Tacitus: " [It is] a historian 's
foremost duty to ensure that merit is recorded, and to
confront evil deeds and words with the fear of posterity 's
denunciation." ANNALS III 65.

Can the Spam Continued from page 9
for Netcom, explaining that for an industry changing as
rapidly as the Internet does, codifying and restricting
things now may well impinge advancements later on".
The Coalition Against Unsolicited Commercial
E-mail is an example of a group of cyber-citizens that
have banded together to fight Spam. CAUCE recom
mends that without a doubt the most important thing a
person can do is contact members of Congress. Ironi
cally, the organization advises people to write by snail
mail rather than e-mail since many of the offices of
the Congresspersons considering such e-legislation are
not entirely e-literate.
Spam hunting has become popular among users
desperate to unveil the identity of their spammer. The
key to spam hunting is to identify the originating
domain and to block it. There are ways to find out
where the mail originated even if the addresses are
fake. This way you can at least alert the ISP it passed
through. A unix feature called traceroute will identify
the route the message traveled from the source. This
feature is available on the web and built into Windows
95/NT. (Go to a DOS window and type tracert, then
the domain name you want to trace. Once you locate
the culprit you can find out who 's in charge by
performing a Whois search at <http://re.internic.net/
cgi-bin/whois>. You '11 find the name, address, and
telephone number of the technical administrator who
may be unaware that his connection is being used for
bulk e-mail.
Be careful about giving out private information.
Don 't give your real home address and telephone
number unless its absolutely essential when filling in
an online registration form . A majority of these com
panies turn around and sell these lists to the
spammers.
(Visit the Computers and Law Homepage at
<http://wings.buffalo.edu/Complaw> to browse other
interesting articles related to computers and the law. )
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BPILP Bar Night at the
Colored Musicians' Club.
December 1997.

Amy Schwartz, Joane Wong, and Nelson
Mar enjoying BP/LP bar night

See future
issues of the
Opinion for
news of the
upcoming
BPILP auction.
Cheryl Nichols singing

OFFEND US!!!
NOW THAT WE HAVE YOUR A1TENTION, WE HERE AT THE OPINION ARE INTERESTED IN
WHAT YOU HAVE TO SAY. WE INVITE ALL STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND ADMINISTRATION TO
SUBMIT COLUMNS AND LETTERS TO THE EDITOR. DOES THE BIZARRE GRADING SYSTEM
PISS YOU OFF? DO YOU THINK THAT FOOD SERVICE ON CAMPUS IS DISMAYINGLY SUB
STANDARD? ARE YOU PART OF A "VAST RIGHT WING CONSPIRACY" TRYING TO BRING
PRESIDENT CLINTON DOWN? ARE YOU UNSURE WHO THE DEANS OF THE LAW SCHOOL
ARE AFTER 3 YEARS? DO YOU THINK THE OPINION SUCKS? WE WANT TO KNOW!
Please leave any letters or columns in box 95 (Russ Klein) or in the Opinion office (end of the basement)
-- a hard copy is required, and a floppy disk with the file is requested (Word Perfect 5.1 , please). Your
name, box number, and phone number should be on any correspondance.
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